Nudura SPRAY FOAM GUN

PRODUCT INFORMATION SHEET

Product Code
NUS-AGUNM-00

Product Description
Nudura’s Spray Foam Gun features a durable metal body with metal trigger and is designed to work with Nudura Low Expansion Spray Foam, as well as Nudura’s Foam Gun Cleaner. The applicator gun also features a convenient flow control knob to adjust the flow of the low expansion spray foam through the barrel of the gun and can be fully closed for storage. Each applicator gun comes with extension tips to extend the reach of the applicator gun in tight spaces.

Basic Uses
Nudura’s Spray Foam Gun is to be used with Nudura’s Low Expansion Spray Foam and Foam Gun Cleaner.

Application
To install a can of Nudura’s Low Expansion Spray Foam to the Spray Foam Gun, begin by turning the flow control knob to the fully closed position. Align the threads of the can with the basket of the Spray Foam Gun and thread the can onto the gun firmly, but do not overtighten. Once the can is installed on the gun, turn the control knob to the desired setting and pull the trigger to dispense the spray foam.

To change an empty can, turn the flow control knob to the closed position and unthread the can. A new can should be loaded immediately or for storage the gun should be thoroughly cleaned with Nudura’s Spray Foam Gun Cleaner.

The extension tips can be easily pushed onto the end of the applicator gun to increase the reach of the foam gun in tight spaces.
Storage
Store unused Spray Foam Guns in their original packaging in a clean, dry location. Applicator guns that have been used should be thoroughly cleaned, both inside and outside, using Nudura’s Foam Gun Cleaner prior to putting in storage.

The Spray Foam Applicator Gun can be left attached to the Low Expansion Spray Foam can, with the flow control knob turned to the fully closed position, for a maximum of 15 days.

Packaging
Nudura’s Spray Foam Gun is packaged individually in a durable cardboard box.
Box Length: 7” (178 mm)
Box Width: 3” (76 mm)
Box Height: 15” (381 mm)
Box Weight: 1 lb (0.5 kg)

Watch our accessory videos on Nudura’s YouTube Channel

This information is offered in good faith based on data available to us that we believe to be true and accurate. However, no warranty of merchantability, fitness for any particular purpose, or any other warranty is expressed or is to be implied regarding the accuracy or completeness of this information, the results to be obtained from the use of this information or the product, the safety of this product, or the hazards related to its use. The information provided herein, and the product, are furnished on the condition that the person receiving them shall make their own determination as to the suitability of the product for their particular purpose and on the condition that they assume the risk of their use. The manufacturer, supplier, nor any of its subsidiaries assumes any liability whatsoever for any damage or injury resulting from abnormal use or from any failure to adhere to recommended practices.
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